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CHATEAU HAUTE CARIZIERE
MUSCADET SÈVRE ET MAINE SUR LIE
Glinting mica inflects dappled dazzling
sparkle to the softly crushed Melons, though
you will see nary a bubble.

CONCEPTUAL DOPPELGANGER

Just look at it! You just want to pop it into your mouth a chew.
I suggest you try it (my uncle is a dentist and would love to fix all
the damage – he only takes cash). Better idea. Drink the soil around
it. Swirl it. Swish it. Let that shit linger on your swollen pink
tongue, allowing all the points of the molecules to poke into each
crevice of your mouth sponge. Muscadet, from around the way, planted
way way back when. Again – look at the flint – looks like candy, but
will brace and shock before you unlock the fruit center. Remember
the owl? How many licks? This one is “how many sips…?”

WINEMAKER Daniel Bideau
REGION Loire
GRAPE VARIETY Melon de Bourgogne
SOIL Mica-schist, which is flakey and rich
in mica and quartz
AGE OF VINES Planting dates vary with an
average of 30 years old and replantings
every 40 years
PRODUCTION 55,000 bottles

VITI/VINI

Organic practices and certified sustainable by
Terra Vitis. Their De-stemmed and crushed gently.
Natural settling and fermentation without
additions over about 2 weeks in stainless steel.
Sur lie all winter and bottled in Spring.

PRODUCER

Chateau Haute Cariziere is a 35 ha estate. All
practices on the farm are organic, and a portion
is even certified. The vineyard is a family
affair currently in its 4th generation. At the
helm are husband and wife team Daniel Bideau and
Marie-Beatrice Giraud. Marie-Beatrice’s
grandfather originally acq uired the vines in
1909 and she has been involved with the estate
all her life. The site is q uite special, being
located on the former Armorican Massif, southeast facing and planted on very varied and
q uite ancient soil. Their recipe for q uality is
simple. Respect the environment and endeavor to
ensure that all practices aim to foster
biodiversity and sustainability. The result is
the production of world class Muscadet.
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